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INTRODUCTION

As civil governments with territorial claims to natural resources like land, air and water, Indian tribes have public trust responsibilities to protect their citizens' related interests on the same theory applied to state governments.1 Like states, tribal governments discharge their obligations by exercising inherent sovereignty independently and in conjunction with the federal government. In terms of managing environmentally harmful activities in Indian country, tribes can develop regulatory programs separately or in partnership with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) through particular state-like regulatory roles.

* Director, Tribal Environmental Law Project, Northern Plains Indian Law Center, University of North Dakota School of Law, and Randy H. Lee Associate Professor of Law. I thank Tim Richard and Crystal Ovsak for their able research assistance supporting this Article, and Jennifer Scannell and Jeetander Dulani for their help in editing and source checking.

1. See, e.g., State of California v. Superior Court (Lyon), 29 Cal.3d 210 (Cal. 1981) (state public trust); See also Berrey v. ASARCO, Inc., 439 F.3d 636 (10th Cir. 2006) (Quapaw Tribe asserted public trust responsibility to address mining contamination).
Either programmatic approach requires substantial commitments of tribal and federal staff time and resources necessary for creating required administrative infrastructure. Both can also trigger difficult legal challenges on the scope of inherent tribal sovereignty and the extent of Indian country, which can have dramatic impacts on other important tribal interests. Litigation risks and large resource needs have stunted the growth of tribal environmental programs, but Indian country health and welfare risks do not wait for effective regulation.

Environmental citizen suits offer tribal governments an attractive tool for protecting some of their interests without the effort and risk involved in program development. These congressionally authorized federal claims can force EPA to take important mandatory actions and force facilities to comply with applicable pollution requirements. A citizen plaintiff needs no independent basis for controlling the actor, so a tribe need not show inherent sovereignty over a non-Indian polluter to prevail. And a defendant may not avoid liability by arguing it is located outside Indian country. That avoids so-called Indian country diminishment cases, and also extends a measure of tribal control into aboriginal territories ceded long ago.

This Article suggests that federal environmental citizen suits can serve tribal sovereignty interests without presenting the legal risks tribes face when they attempt direct regulation of non-Indians. Section I briefly describes governmental regulatory roles tribes may play in the implementation of federal environmental law and policy. Section II overviews the conceptual and procedural framework for tribal claims as “citizens.” Section III argues that in bringing environmental citizen suits, tribal governments exercise their inherent sovereign power and responsibility to protect the health and welfare of tribal citizens and the quality of the Indian country environment. Section IV concludes that, while suits directed at one facility cannot and should not replace comprehensive tribal programs, they offer concrete benefits to tribes without risking adverse judicial decisions on the scope of tribal sovereignty and Indian country.

I. TRIBAL GOVERNMENTAL ROLES IN THE FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM

EPA's Indian program began developing in 1973, just three years after the modern era of federal environmental law began. The federal government's broad powers arising from historic relations with indigenous nations implied that general federal laws applied to Indian country.

---


The Tribal Sovereign as Citizen

presumably including the federal environmental laws. The modern environmental laws were structured on a new federal-state relationship called cooperative federalism, which envisioned a structured partnership acknowledging both the national interest in environmental management and states' historic responsibility over public health and welfare.

But cooperative federalism as originally designed faltered in Indian country. In the early 1970s the Supreme Court's jurisprudence indicated "State laws generally are not applicable to tribal Indians or an Indian reservation except where Congress has expressly provided that State laws shall apply." The early environmental laws were silent on Indian country implementation, suggesting federal reliance on state program implementation would leave a regulatory gap in the circle of national protection. EPA's practical stopgap response was direct federal implementation; EPA would not delegate Indian country programs to states.

Direct federal implementation, however, was the old paradigm for federal management of Indian affairs. The modern era of Indian policy, which began about the same time EPA was created, centered on tribal self-determination. EPA embraced self-determination as soon as any federal agency, creating a tribal regulatory role animating federal air quality requirements in 1974. That role mirrored the program opportunity

---

4. See, e.g., Washington Dep't of Ecology v. EPA, 752 F.2d 1465 (9th Cir. 1985) (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act); Blue Legs v. United States Bureau of Indian Affairs, 867 F.2d 1094 (8th Cir. 1989) (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act); Davis v. Morton, 469 F.2d 593 (10th Cir. 1972) (National Environmental Policy Act).


available to states. A broader conception of state-like regulatory roles for tribes was captured in official EPA policies in 1980\footnote{11} and 1984\footnote{12}.

Congress followed EPA's lead in the mid-1980s. EPA was directed to treat tribes "as states" in 1986 amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act\footnote{13} and the Superfund law,\footnote{14} 1987 amendments to the Clean Water Act,\footnote{15} and 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act.\footnote{16} Tribes with treatment-as-a-state or TAS status were eligible to implement federal environmental programs in Indian country, and their program decisions became federally enforceable on pollution sources both inside and outside tribal territories.\footnote{17} Within federal dictates, TAS gave effect to tribal value judgments on the environmental quality of Indian country, thus helping protect the health and welfare of tribal citizens and others living in Indian country.

Tribal TAS program development has begun in earnest for some tribes, but effective Indian country regulation is still a distant hope for most. Practical constraints like time, money and institutional inertia affect tribes and EPA. Overlaying those not insignificant barriers are the political and legal landmines associated with the issue of tribal regulation of non-Indians.

The Supreme Court's 1981 decision in \textit{Montana v. United States} said\footnote{18} tribes retain inherent sovereignty over non-members whose Indian country activities threaten tribal health or welfare, but in 25 years the Court has never decided in favor of a tribe on that basis. Instead, it has consistently rejected tribes' claims across a broad range of subjects, including the power to prescribe general zoning requirements,\footnote{19} impose wildlife management restrictions,\footnote{20} tax businesses serving tribal citizens and other

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{EPA Policy for Program Implementation on Indian Lands} (Dec. 19, 1980) (on file with author).
\item \textit{E.g.}, Nance v. EPA, 645 F.2d 701 (9th Cir. 1981) (affirming EPA's approval of a tribal air quality redesignation despite objections over its impacts on off-reservation pollution sources).
\item 450 U.S. 544 (1981).
\item Montana, 450 U.S. 544.
\end{enumerate}
reservation residents and visitors,\textsuperscript{21} decide wrongful death cases arising from car accidents on reservation roads,\textsuperscript{22} and decide property damage cases arising from the on-reservation conduct of state officials.\textsuperscript{23} In each case, the Court acknowledged the general subject matter implicated legitimate tribal welfare interests, but found these interests inadequately impacted by the on-reservation activities of non-members. Simple threats to tribal health or welfare were insufficient; the real question was whether the Court felt tribal control over the activity was necessary to protect tribal self-government.

The cases offer little guidance on that famously indeterminate test. It ostensibly respects tribal sovereignty, counseling tribal control wherever self-government is hindered. Yet, the Court seems to expect evidentiary proof of an actual, direct and significant connection with the specific non-Indian activity at issue. That requirement differs starkly from the deferential standard of review more commonly applied to state and federal legislative determinations of the public interest. Curiously, the Court has shown little interest in the tribes' views as represented by the legislative judgments underlying the cases. Nor does the Court hesitate to substitute its contrary interpretations of tribal interests, often influenced by the unproven assumption that state governmental mechanisms can or do adequately protect tribal interests.

These multiple red flags have not been lost on tribes considering environmental program development, nor on the EPA who must approve those programs. EPA's Indian program decisions have frequently prevailed in the lower courts,\textsuperscript{24} but the Supreme Court has yet to review one. The Court's sole Indian country environmental case offered no guidance on the scope of inherent tribal sovereignty. But the result and rationale of that case gave tribes and EPA pause nonetheless. The Court upheld state regulation of an on-reservation landfill owned and operated by a four-county municipal waste district, concluding the landfill's location was no longer Indian country subject to federal (and tribal) control.\textsuperscript{25} Congress diminished the size of the reservation in 1894, the Court reasoned, when it ratified the tribe's agreement to sell certain reservation lands including the landfill property.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[23.] Nevada v. Hicks, 533 U.S. 353 (2001).
\item[24.] See, e.g., City of Albuquerque v. Browner, 97 F.3d 415 (10th Cir. 1996) (inclusion of tribal water quality conditions in federal discharge permit); Administrator, State of Arizona v. EPA, 151 F.3d 1205 (9th Cir. 1998) (tribal air quality redesignation); Montana v. EPA, 137 F.3d 1135 (9th Cir. 1998) (tribal water quality standards); Arizona Public Service Comm'n v. EPA, 211 F.3d 1280 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (tribal air quality redesignation); Wisconsin v. EPA, 266 F.3d 741 (7th Cir. 2001) (tribal water quality standards).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Many tribal advocates perceive the Court’s diminishment theory and its Montana jurisprudence as a two-pronged attack on tribal self-government over non-Indians. The scope of both inherent tribal power and tribal territory are shrinking. Unpredictability and apprehension have had a pernicious chilling effect on tribal program development. In that context, environmental citizen suits filed by tribal governments offer a safer alternative to protect tribal health and welfare interests, and thus tribal self-government interests.

II. TRIBAL ENFORCEMENT OF FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS THROUGH CITIZEN SUITS

The federal environmental laws provide significant federal enforcement powers and generally preserve states’ pre-existing enforcement authority. Nonetheless, in every major federal environmental law enacted or amended since 1970, Congress has included provisions authorizing civil suits by private individuals and non-federal entities seeking enforcement of the law.\(^{26}\) These “citizen suits” may be directed at EPA for failing to perform duties mandated by Congress and at facilities alleged to be in violation of applicable requirements. Essentially, Congress vested those who will ultimately bear the consequences of poorly implemented national environmental policies with tools for addressing them.\(^{27}\)

That tool seems especially appropriate for tribal governments responsible for serving their citizens’ health and welfare interests. The absence of effective regulatory programs in Indian country arguably makes legal violations more likely to occur and less likely to be prosecuted by states or EPA. EPA has officially acknowledged its trust responsibility to protect tribal health and welfare\(^{28}\) and to enforce the law in Indian country,\(^{29}\) but Indian country has seen few direct federal pro-


\(^{27}\) See Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Train, 510 F.2d 692, 700 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (finding the CAA citizen suit provision “a deliberate choice by Congress to widen citizen access to the courts, as a supplemental and effective assurance that the Act would be implemented and enforced”).

\(^{28}\) 1984 Indian Policy, supra note 12, at 3.

\(^{29}\) Id. at 4.
grams and even fewer enforcement actions.\textsuperscript{30} Tribal TAS programs are growing, but it will take more time and financial resources from both EPA and tribes before tribes fill the regulatory gap in partnership with EPA. Until that time, tribal citizen suits offer programmatic and facility-specific options for protecting important tribal interests.

A. Tribes' Eligibility for Bringing Citizen Suits

1. Tribes as "Persons" Under the Environmental Statutes

The major regulatory and remedial environmental statutes uniformly authorize "any person" to act as a private attorney general by bringing civil suit seeking enforcement of statutory and administrative requirements.\textsuperscript{31} Deputized persons include natural persons, legal persons such as partnerships and corporations, and state and federal governmental entities.\textsuperscript{32} But the statutory definitions of "person" do not similarly include tribal governments. Nor are citizen suit provisions included in the statutory TAS provisions, although arguably EPA's TAS regulations opened the door to tribal CAA citizen suits.\textsuperscript{33}

Tribes are nonetheless able to bring citizen suits, so long as they are willing to suffer certain indignities. In the pre-TAS era, Congress often

\textsuperscript{30} On occasion, however, tribal health concerns and the trust responsibility can motivate EPA to act. See, e.g., Consent Decree and Final Judgment Among the United State of America and the Sac and Fox Nation and Tenneco Oil Co., (CIV-96-017-C) (W.D. Ok. 1996) (SDWA action brought by EPA and the Department of the Interior on behalf of the Tribe for underground water contamination caused by oil and gas mining on and near tribal lands); John M. Glionna, Poisoned River Threatens Tribal Heritage, LOS ANGELES TIMES, Apr. 22, 2000, at A1. (describing the Washoe Tribe's successful effort to convince EPA to declare an abandoned mine contaminating tribal waters as a federal Superfund site).

\textsuperscript{31} See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1365(a), (g) (CWA); 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a) (CAA); 42 U.S.C. § 6972(a) (RCRA); 42 U.S.C. § 9659(a) (CERCLA); 42 U.S.C. § 11046(a) (EPCRA); 42 U.S.C. § 300j-8(a) (SDWA).


\textsuperscript{33} Unlike other statutory TAS provisions, the CAA left to EPA responsibility for determining which CAA programs were appropriate for tribal treatment as a state. 42 U.S.C. § 7601(d)(2). EPA identified nearly all CAA programs as appropriate. Tribal Air Rule, 63 Fed. Reg. 7254 (Feb. 12, 1998) (amending 40 C.F.R. pts. 9, 35, 49, 50 and 81). EPA specifically exempted the provision authorizing citizen suits against states following comments objecting that including the provision might constitute an administrative waiver of tribal sovereign immunity. Id. at 7260–61. Arguably, then, a tribe's CAA TAS status does not render it vulnerable as a citizen suit defendant, but does qualify it as a citizen suit plaintiff.
defined Indian tribes as municipalities. Municipalities are included as persons under those statutes, so tribes willing to be labeled as state subdivisions for this purpose could bring citizen suit. That option is not available under the Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA), the Comprehensive Environmental Response and Liability Act (CERCLA), or the Clean Air Act (CAA), so tribes impacted by their violations may be forced to sue as "organizations" representing their members' interests. Alternatively, a lead tribal official could sue as an individual representing tribal citizens' interests.

2. Tribes' Standing to Sue Violators

An advantage of citizen suits over TAS programs is they do not require a showing of tribal regulatory jurisdiction over the defendant. They do require a plaintiff show constitutional standing to bring the case independent of Congress' authorization of citizen claims. Environmental organizations assert their members' interests to satisfy standing. Presumably, the tribe's governmental status gives it authority to represent its citizen's interests in a similar fashion.

The tribal government would need to show some of its citizens have suffered a cognizable legal injury, caused by the defendant's allegedly illegal action, which can be redressed by a court's favorable ruling. Cognizable injuries include harm to aesthetic, conservational, and recreational interests, which arguably include tribal cultural uses of the natural environment. The Warm Springs Tribes had standing to challenge allegedly illegal actions on a tributary of the John Day River where tribal citizens possessed treaty-protected fishing rights in the river.

36. See, e.g., Scott v. City of Hammond, 741 F.2d 992 (7th Cir. 1984) (CWA citizen suit filed by state attorney general).
38. See, e.g., Powell Duffryn, 913 F.2d at 70 (finding organizational standing where members have individual standing, their interests are germane to the organization's purpose, and their individual participation is not required); Sierra Club v. SCM Corp., 747 F.2d 99 (2d Cir. 1984) (holding environmental group did not have standing where it did not allege that its members had suffered an injury-in-fact caused by defendant's discharge).
Although cognizable injuries are broad, they cannot be speculative. Citizens must allege injuries that are imminent both temporally and spatially. The injury must also be distinct from the legal violation that is the subject of the citizen suit. The plaintiff must show the permit or standard violation caused a cognizable environmental harm to have standing. Injuries resulting from wholly past violations are insufficient unless recurrence can be reasonably expected.

### 3. Other Procedural Issues

Congress vested substantial authority in EPA to ensure the federal environmental laws are faithfully executed and enforced. Citizen suits extended some of that authority to so-called "private attorneys general." Citizen suits also put the public in a position to insist EPA follow Congressional mandates. However, Congress intended that citizen suits supplement rather than supplant governmental enforcement. So Congress imposed two procedural hurdles citizen suit plaintiffs must overcome before federal courts will exercise jurisdiction over their claims.

The first hurdle is notice. Typically, the plaintiff is required to notify the defendant and relevant agencies of an impending suit, and may not file for a specified time (often 60 to 90 days) after giving notice. The theory is that the notice may induce the defendant to come into compliance voluntarily within the notice period. Alternatively, the plaintiff's announced intention might goad EPA into taking action. Either way, the plaintiff's notice may by itself obviate the need for citizen enforcement. Hence, courts

---

43. *E.g.*, Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. at 572–73 (finding citizen allegations of "someday" intentions to return to international areas allegedly affected by challenged action insufficient).


45. *See*, e.g., NRDC v. Texaco, 2 F.3d 493, 505 (3d Cir. 1993); Powell Duffryn, 913 F.2d at 71–73; Sierra Club v. SCM Corp., 747 F.2d 99, 102 (2d Cir. 1984).


47. *E.g.*, Friends of the Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw Env'tl Servs., 528 U.S. 167, 187–88 (2000) (holding citizens may have standing to seek civil penalties for violations ongoing at the time of the complaint or that could continue in the future).


49. *E.g.*, Steel Co., 523 U.S. at 88 (dismissing citizen suit because defendant filed eight years of required toxic inventory reports during the notice period).

50. Perhaps that result could be assisted by a tribal plaintiff's reminder to federal agencies of their trust responsibilities for tribal health and welfare and the quality of the Indian country environment.
usually interpret the notice requirements as jurisdictional, and dismiss plaintiffs who fail to comply. The Pueblo of San Juan was excluded from a CWA citizen suit for failing to give notice, even though its co-plaintiffs had done so. In limited circumstances, a citizen suit may be filed immediately after notice for substantial emergencies, or releases of toxic or hazardous pollutants.

A second procedural hurdle for citizen suit plaintiffs is referred to as the government enforcement bar. Otherwise legitimate citizen suits are barred if EPA "has commenced and is diligently prosecuting a civil action" seeking compliance for the same violation asserted in the citizen suit. A government prosecution may be commenced during the notice period, but once the citizen suit complaint is filed, later enforcement action does not bar the suit. The prosecution bar also applies to state enforcement actions taken consistent with federal program requirements. It generally does not apply to administrative enforcement actions unless Congress so specifies.


52. New Mexico Citizens for Clean Air and Water v. Espanola Mercantile Co., Inc. 72 F.3d 830, 833-34 (10th Cir. 1996). In a different CWA case, the court found notice given by co-plaintiffs was sufficient for the Warm Springs Tribes' suit. Oregon Natural Desert Ass'n, 940 F. Supp. at 1539.


59. See 33 U.S.C. § 1319(g)(6) (federal and state administrative actions to enforce CWA permits or CWA requirements bar civil penalty actions brought via citizen suits); 42 U.S.C. § 6972(b)(2)(B)(iv) (R.C.A bar is triggered by EPA's issuance of an administrative
Tribal governments whose suits are precluded by government prosecution may still participate in the compliance process. The statutes generally provide would-be citizen plaintiffs the opportunity to intervene as a matter of right in enforcement actions. Conversely, EPA may choose not to initiate a separate enforcement action and intervene as a matter of right in the citizen suit.

B. Suits Against EPA for Non-performance

One of the two categories of citizen suits of potential value to tribes protecting sovereignty interests are those brought directly against EPA. Congress placed primary responsibility for implementing most of the major environmental laws on EPA, and vested the Agency with significant discretion to get the job done effectively. Congress also mandated the Agency take certain actions, and waived its immunity from suit as an incentive. Citizens were authorized to sue the Administrator for failing to perform statutorily imposed non-discretionary duties.

EPA's mandatory duties generally implicate programmatic actions rather than facility-specific or pollution-specific actions. Nonetheless, they can serve tribal sovereignty interests directly by fostering self-government opportunities and indirectly by ensuring effective management of activities affecting tribal health and welfare interests.

The duties directly serving tribal self-government interests implement the Agency's Indian program. For example, Congress mandated EPA promulgate regulations treating tribes as states within 18 months of amending the CWA and the CAA. Legal and political complexities helped EPA

---


61. See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1365(c)(2) (CWA); 42 U.S.C. § 7604(c)(2) (CAA); 42 U.S.C. § 6972(c)(2) (RCRA); 42 U.S.C. § 9659(g) (CERCLA); 42 U.S.C. § 11046(h)(1) (EPCRA); 42 U.S.C. § 300j-8(c)(2) SDWA.


miss the CWA deadline by 63 months, and the CAA deadline by 69 months. Those delays postponed development of the tribal self-government interests Congress explicitly preferred for Indian country, contributing to a regulatory gap risk ing tribes' health and welfare interests. An environmental organization sued EPA for violating the CWA TAS deadline, but the court said a tribal government would be the proper plaintiff to raise the sovereignty interests at stake.

EPA's mandatory duties for setting national emission standards and supervising delegated programs in and near Indian country can indirectly preserve tribal health and welfare. Air pollutant emissions and water pollutant discharges cannot be constrained until EPA promulgates national standards for them, which are often mandated duties. EPA typically has a non-discretionary duty to determine whether state delegated programs comply with the national standards. The Miccosukee Tribe brought a citizen suit against EPA for failing to determine whether a new Florida law revised previously approved state water quality standards for the Everglades' ecosystem. If EPA determines a state's existing program falls short of national standards, it may have a mandatory duty to require the state revise its program. Excessive state delays in submitting required program changes may trigger a mandatory EPA duty to promulgate federal substitutes in a prompt manner.

70. E.g., Scott, 741 F.2d at 997–98 (CWA total maximum daily loads).
73. See, e.g., Scott, 741 F.2d at 998 (holding the State's several year delay in addressing CWA provisions governing waters of limited quality amounted to a constructive non-submission triggering EPA's mandatory duty to promulgate federal total maximum daily loads); Alaska Center for the Envtl. v. Reilly, 796 F. Supp. 1374, 1377 (W.D. Wash. 1992) (holding the State's thirteen-year failure to address CWA provisions governing waters of limited quality amounted to a constructive non-submission triggering EPA's mandatory duty to promulgate federal total maximum daily loads).
74. See, e.g., Idaho Sportsmen's Coal. v. EPA, 951 F. Supp. 962, 966–67 (W.D. Wash. 1996) (rejecting EPA's proposed twenty-five year schedule for promulgation of total
The distinction between these kinds of mandatory duty suits and others involving the exercise of agency discretion is "abstract and conceptual," but also jurisdictional. Non-discretionary citizen suits may not challenge discretionary agency actions, though the two are often bound up. An Administrator's duty to set national standards may not become mandatory until EPA makes a discretionary threshold finding of harm. The Administrator's mandatory duty to issue regulations in the first instance may not have a specified deadline, or may not include modifications sought later. The Jicarilla and Navajo Nations sued EPA after it declined their request to strengthen national standards applicable to proposed coal-fired power plants in the Four Corners region. The court dismissed the Tribes' citizen suit, finding the Administrator's duty to determine whether allegedly new evidence justified revision of a standard was discretionary.

Of course, these decisions do not foreclose all legal remedies where federal agency action impairs tribal interests. Although their citizen suit failed, the court noted the Jicarilla and Navajo Nations could claim violation of the CAA provision governing standards revisions and the federal Administrative Procedures Act's abuse of discretion standard. Similarly, tribes' health and welfare interests are usually sufficient to intervene when other parties bring these types of cases. The Warm Springs Tribes intervened in an environmental group's suit challenging the Forest Service's

maximum daily loads for water quality limited waters); Idaho Conservation League v. EPA, 968 F. Supp. 546, 549 (W.D. Wash. 1997) (holding EPA has a mandatory duty to promulgate federal water quality standards promptly after disapproving state standards); Sierra Club v. Thomas, 828 F.2d 783, 796–97 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (holding plaintiffs could make an APA claim for EPA's unreasonable delay in deciding whether to place strip mines on its list of pollutant sources subject to fugitive emissions regulation, which would fall within the jurisdiction of the Court of Appeals).


76. E.g., NRDC v. Thomas, 689 F. Supp. 246, 254 (S.D.N.Y. 1988) (rejecting citizen suit to compel EPA listing of certain substances as hazardous air pollutants until the Agency made a threshold determination of harm, which was discretionary).

77. Cf. Sierra Club v. Thomas, 828 F.2d 783, 792 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (finding no non-discretionary duty for EPA to determine whether to regulate fugitive emissions from strip mines where no deadline could be readily ascertained from CAA).

78. See Oljato, 515 F.2d at 661.

79. Id.

80. Tribes also may invoke the provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act requiring federal actors assess the environmental consequences of their proposed major actions. See, e.g., Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska v. Ray, 621 F.2d 269, 270 (8th Cir. 1980); Colorado Indian Tribes v. Marsh, 605 F. Supp. 1425, 1427 (C.D. Cal. 1985).

issuance of grazing permits without certification that state water quality standards would be protected. The Navajo Nation intervened in a state's challenge to federal regulations for mining on Indian lands. But, by their nature as reviews of discretionary decisions, cases like these tend to be less successful because of judicial deference to agency views on complex regulatory questions. Some courts, however, find the federal government's trust responsibility limits agency discretion.

C. Suits Against Regulated Entities for Pollution Violations

The second type of citizen suit more effectively controls localized, facility-specific impacts. These claims directly prosecute persons or facilities for violating specific effluent limitations, standards, or permit requirements. They are generally brought in the district where the violation occurred or the source is located.

Statutory and regulatory violations vulnerable to citizen suits are as broad as the environmental programs they represent. Generally, any failure by a regulated entity to comply with effluent limitations, control technology requirements, permit conditions, or other applicable substantive standards, is actionable under the citizen suit provisions. For example, a citizen might file suit against a company for failing to file required monitoring reports, discharging pollutants into surface waters without a permit, emitting pollutants in excess of permit limitations, or building

82. Oregon Natural Desert Assoc. v. Dombeck, 172 F.3d 1092, 1095 (9th Cir. 1998) (finding state certification not required by the CWA).
87. E.g., Sierra Club v. Simkins Indus., Inc., 847 F.2d 1109, 1110-11 (4th Cir. 1988) (allowing CWA citizen suit to proceed on claims of company's failure to file required quarterly discharge reports).
88. E.g., Espanola Mercantile, 72 F.3d at 831 (addressing CWA citizen suit for unpermitted water discharges).
89. See, e.g., Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 834 F.2d at 1518 (9th Cir. 1987) (addressing CWA citizen suit for water discharges exceeding permit conditions); Powell Duffryn, 913 F.2d at 68-69 (same).
a new source of air pollution without required permits or in excess of permit conditions.90

For example, the Gros Ventre and Assiniboine Tribes filed a CWA citizen suit against a company responsible for water pollution from an abandoned mine located outside the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation.91 The San Juan Pueblo filed suit against a metropolitan transit center for its unpermitted water pollutant discharges.92

Tribes may have other claims directly affecting polluting actors. The Quapaw Tribe’s interests were affected by water discharges from abandoned mining operations. The Tribe brought suit in parens patriae under the common law doctrine of public trust against the successors-in-interest of the mine operator to redress the resulting contamination.93

The Puyallup Tribe and the Muckleshoot Tribe brought suit against former and current owners of a pulp and paper mill for hazardous substance releases into a marine embayment where the Tribes possess treaty rights.94 Their claim was authorized by CERCLA, which designates tribes as trustees for natural resources “belonging to, managed by, controlled by, or appertaining to such tribe, or held in trust for the benefit of such tribe, or belonging to a member of such tribe if such resources are subject to a trust restriction on alienation[.]”95 CERCLA also authorizes recovery of costs tribes incur in conducting removal or remedial actions for releases of hazardous substances.96 The Oil Pollution Act contains similar provisions for tribal natural resource damages and cost recovery for remedial actions arising from oil spills into navigable waters or shorelines.97

These claims and citizen suits can often reach pollution generated by governmental facilities as well. Except for the Oil Pollution Act,98 Congress has waived the federal government’s sovereign immunity from suit in this context.99 Congress also included state agencies and facilities in the citizen suit provisions, but the Court has held Congress’ Commerce

---

92. Espanola Mercantile, 72 F.3d at 831.
93. Berrey, 439 F.3d at 640.
98. Id. at § 2701(32) (excepting federal and state instrumentalities).
Clause power does not include abrogating state sovereign immunity preserved by the 11th Amendment. The Court has also said that the 11th Amendment bars suits by tribes without state consent.

D. Possible Remedies

Citizen suits offer several types of relief that can serve tribal sovereignty interests. Judicial orders and private settlement agreements can halt or change ongoing actions harming tribal health or welfare interests, provide for civil monetary penalties, and award litigation costs including attorneys' fees to prevailing plaintiffs. Perhaps most significantly, though, favorable citizen suits can restore damaged tribal ecosystems, and through oversight of restoration projects, can help tribes develop regulatory capacity for later program assumptions, thus supporting tribal self-government interests.

1. Injunctions, Civil Penalties and Litigation Costs

Of course, the point of a citizen suit is to stop action or inaction perceived as harming or threatening the plaintiff's interests. Where the plaintiff proves a statutory violation, the environmental statutes confer jurisdiction on federal courts to order EPA to discharge its mandatory duties. Courts have directed EPA to issue regulations, set standards, make compliance determinations on state programs, and replace defective state programs. The statutes also authorize judicial orders enforcing effluent limitations or standards violated by the defendant facility. Courts could order facilities to clean up toxic wastes illegally disposed.

102. See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1365(a) (CWA); 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a) (CAA); 42 U.S.C. § 6972(a) (R.CRA); 42 U.S.C. § 9659(a) (CERCLA); 42 U.S.C. § 11046(a) (EPCRA) (for specified violations); 42 U.S.C. § 300j-8(a) (SDWA).
105. E.g., Scott, 741 F.2d at 998.
106. See, e.g., Scott, 741 F.2d at 998 (finding state inaction triggered federal duty to develop maximum water pollution loads); Alaska Cntr. for the Env't v. Browner, 20 F.3d 981, 987 (9th Cir. 1994) (same).
107. See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1365(a) (CWA); 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a) (CAA); 42 U.S.C. § 6972(a) (R.CRA); 42 U.S.C. § 9659(a) (CERCLA); 42 U.S.C. § 11046(a) (EPCRA) (for specified violations); 42 U.S.C. § 300j-8(a) (SDWA).
and refrain from future illegal activities. But proving a violation does not mean that a permanent injunction necessarily follows.

Citizen suit provisions commonly authorize courts to assess monetary civil penalties against regulated facilities for environmental violations. Potential penalties are not insubstantial for repeated violations. The main regulatory statutes set a relatively modest maximum civil penalty (generally $25,000), but the ceiling applies on a per violation per day basis. The deterrent effect may be slight for a one-time incident, but for a facility whose regular on-going operations violate applicable standards the possible maximum penalty can be mind-boggling. The prospect of huge penalties presumably serves a deterrence function, and may bring defendants to the bargaining table sooner. However, courts have wide discretion in awarding penalties, and even in EPA prosecutions penalties rarely approach the authorized maximum. Courts may not necessarily order penalties for every violation proven. If assessed, penalties are paid to the U.S. Treasury and thus do not necessarily benefit the environment affected by the defendant's illegal activity. And civil penalties do not apply to federal instrumentalities without Congressional


110. _See_, Marsh, 884 F.2d at 651.

111. _See_, _e.g._, 33 U.S.C. § 1365(a) (CWA); 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a) (CAA); 42 U.S.C. § 6972(a) (RCRA); 42 U.S.C. § 9659(a) (CERCLA); 42 U.S.C. § 11046(a) (EPCRA) (for specified violations); 42 U.S.C. § 300j(b)(a) (SDWA).

112. _See_, _e.g._, 33 U.S.C. § 1319(d) (CWA); 42 U.S.C. § 7413(b) (CAA); 42 U.S.C. § 6928(g) (RCRA); 42 U.S.C. § 11045(a) (EPCRA) (for specified violations); 42 U.S.C. § 300h–2(b)(1) (SDWA) (specified civil penalties).


114. _See_ Laidlaw Envt'l Servs., 528 U.S. at 187.


116. _See_, _e.g._, Sierra Club, Inc. v. Electronic Controls Design, Inc., 909 F.2d 1350, 1354 (9th Cir. 1990) (approving consent decree settling a CWA citizen suit although it did not provide for a civil penalty to be paid to the Treasury); Hawaii's Thousand Friends v. City and County of Honolulu, 149 F.R.D. 614, 617 (D. Hawaii 1993).

117. _E.g._, Powell Duffryn Terminals, 913 F.2d 64 (holding defendants' monetary payments, which a court-approved settlement agreement labeled as penalties, could only be paid to the U.S. Treasury).
They also do not apply to suits against EPA for failure to perform non-discretionary duties.\textsuperscript{119} Recouping litigation expenses offers a more direct benefit to tribal citizen suit plaintiffs than penalties assessed on defendants. The statutes commonly authorize courts to award “costs of litigation (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and expert witness fees).\textsuperscript{120} Such costs might include costs incurred in the course of administrative proceedings pertinent to the case.\textsuperscript{121} Some statutes authorize cost awards to the prevailing or substantially prevailing parties,\textsuperscript{122} and others allow awards to any party for which the court feels an award would be appropriate.\textsuperscript{123} The standard probably differs for parties who prevail as defendants or interveners. The Tulalip Tribes prevailed as a defendant in a RCRA citizen suit but the court rejected their claim for attorneys’ fees because the plaintiff’s claims were not frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation.\textsuperscript{124} The Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe prevailed as an intervening defendant in an Endangered Species Act citizen suit, but the court denied its claim for attorney fees, finding other parties had energetically litigated the same issue raised by the Tribe.\textsuperscript{125} The Pueblo of San Juan also prevailed as an intervener in a citizen suit, but its failure to provide the plaintiff with required advance notice precluded its attorneys’ fees claim.\textsuperscript{126}

2. Supplemental Environmental Projects

The primary remedy sought in citizen suits against operating facilities is usually an injunction constraining future violations. Such an order helps avert the direct harm caused by continued illegal releases, but may not address harm already caused, nor its relation to an ecosystem’s health in light of other pollution sources. Those issues can be targeted, however,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{119} See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a) (CAA).
\item \textsuperscript{120} See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. 1365(d) (CWA); 42 U.S.C. § 7604(d) (CAA); 42 U.S.C. § 6972(e) (RCRA); 42 U.S.C. § 9659(f) (CERCLA); 42 U.S.C. § 11046(f) (EPCRA) (for specified violations); 42 U.S.C. § 300j-8(d) (SDWA).
\item \textsuperscript{121} E.g., Pennsylvania v. Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for Clean Air, 478 U.S. 546 (1986) (CAA).
\item \textsuperscript{122} See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 1365(d) (CWA); 42 U.S.C. § 6972(e) (RCRA).
\item \textsuperscript{123} See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 7604(d) (CAA); 42 U.S.C. 300j-8(d) (SDWA).
\item \textsuperscript{124} Razore v. Tulalip Tribes of Washington, 66 F.3d 236, 240-41 (9th Cir. 1995).
\item \textsuperscript{125} Carson-Truckee Water Conservation District v. Secretary of the Interior, 748 F.2d 523, 526 (9th Cir. 1984).
\item \textsuperscript{126} Espanola Mercantile, 72 F.3d at 833 (rejecting Pueblo’s claim despite notice given by a co-plaintiff).
\end{itemize}
through the remedy of a supplemental environmental project (SEP). A SEP is a beneficial environmental project supplemental to the defendant’s regulatory obligations. Well-designed SEPs offer potentially significant benefits to tribal health and welfare and self-government interests.
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sometimes address damaged areas by seeking to decrease other sources of pollution affecting the damaged area,\textsuperscript{136} and increase related enforcement.\textsuperscript{137}

SEPs may also indirectly benefit tribal self-government interests. Development of effective tribal health and environmental programs requires reliable data. SEPs can offer an opportunity to collect and assemble important baseline data on human health\textsuperscript{138} and environmental quality in formats usable for later program development and operation.\textsuperscript{139} The data needs of the Gros Ventre and Assiniboine Tribes benefited significantly from a CWA citizen suit against the owner of an off-reservation abandoned mine. The Tribes' settlement included SEP provisions for two multi-year studies expected to cost over $500,000.\textsuperscript{140} One would focus on the pathways by which Reservation residents were exposed to contaminants and the impacts of that exposure. The other study would assess the health of the Reservation's aquatic ecosystem, specifically for the purpose of establishing trends in water and sediment quality.

Tribal governmental infrastructure and capacity can also be served by SEPs.\textsuperscript{141} The Gros Ventre SEP provided for over $1.5 million of improvements to drinking water systems for several Fort Peck Reservation communities and housing developments.\textsuperscript{142} It also involved tribal staff and tribal college students in the aquatic study, potentially increasing tribal environmental management capability. In a similar vein, a citizen suit in

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{136} E.g., Pub. Serv. Co. Colo., No. 93-B-1749 ($250,000 for conversion of vehicles and wood stoves in the area to natural gas).
\bibitem{137} E.g., N.W. Envtl. Def. Ctr., 21 Env't L. Rep. 20,676 (reporting settlement that included $100,000 payment to the State to fund additional CWA enforcement actions).
\bibitem{138} EPA's SEP policy envisions SEPs that provide diagnostic, preventative and/or remedial human health care related to the violation, including analyzing epidemiological data and conducting medical examinations of persons affected. SEP Policy, 60 Fed. Reg. at 24,858. Additionally, tribes can seek TAS status for conducting health assessments on releases of hazardous substances covered by CERCLA. See 42 U.S.C. § 9626(a) (stating that EPA may treat tribes as states for purposes of section 104(i) regarding health authorities); 42 U.S.C. § 9604(i)(15) (allowing health assessments by states that show capacity).
\bibitem{139} See, e.g., Minnesota Mining and Mfg., 18 Env't Rep. (BNA) at 2396 (reporting settlement including development of water quality computer database); Simco Leather Corp., 755 F. Supp. at 61 (reporting settlement including study of water pollution sources).
\bibitem{140} E.g., Gros Ventre Tribe, No. 95-96-BLG-JDS at 40-45.
\bibitem{141} Although not technically a SEP, the institutional capacity of the Oglala Sioux Tribe benefited from a settlement agreement promising additional EPA support for the Tribe's water quality management efforts. Tripp Baltz, \textit{Agency to Assist South Dakota Tribe With Contamination Problems in River}, 30 Env't Rep. 986 (1999) (describing settlement of the Tribe's CWA suit against EPA for failing to require the State of South Dakota to identify water quality-impaired waters).
\bibitem{142} Gros Ventre Tribe, No. 95-96-BLG-JDS at 45-47.
\end{thebibliography}
Alaska included as a SEP college scholarships for Alaska Natives studying natural resource management. SEPs might also assist tribal governments in developing emergency preparedness capacity, and educating the tribal community on pollution prevention.

III. TRIBAL CITIZEN SUITS AS SOVEREIGN ACTIONS

Violations of federal environmental laws can threaten important tribal health and welfare interests inside and adjacent to Indian country. Reactive tribal suits seeking compliance are narrower in scope than prospective regulatory programs, but they can stop further illegal injuries, avoid future harm, and restore damaged ecosystems. Thus, like programmatic actions, tribal citizen suits help discharge the tribe's public trust responsibility for maintaining interests important to tribal welfare.

In this sense, prosecution of tribal citizen suits can be understood as an exercise of inherent tribal sovereignty.

Of course, a tribe's ability to use the citizen suit tool originates in federal not tribal law. But governmental sovereignty is not limited to one's legislatively enacted value judgments. The Court long ago rejected the view that a government seeking to benefit from associating with another thereby waives its inherent sovereignty. The treaty era contains hundreds of examples of tribes making sovereign decisions whether and under what terms to ally with the United States and thereby benefit (on occasion) from federal law. More recently, tribes have elected in several hundred tribal TAS applications to amplify their environmental value judgments through incorporation with federal command and control regulatory programs.

Perhaps more relevant here are the many times state governments have invoked federal law to protect their environmental interests. No one would suggest a state somehow waives its sovereignty by seeking a federal common law remedy against interstate pollution, using federal

144. See SEP Policy, 60 Fed. Reg. at 24,859 (SEP could provide equipment and/or training to emergency response or planning entities (including tribes) charged by the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act with assessing the dangers of hazardous chemicals present at facilities within their jurisdiction, developing emergency response plans, and training emergency response personnel to better respond to chemical spills).
145. Minnesota Mining and Mfg., 18 Env't Rep. at 2396.
146. See, e.g., Berrey, 439 F.3d at 640 n.1 (tribal claims in parens patriae under public trust doctrine against the owner of an abandoned mine for contamination of tribal fee lands).
148. E.g., Illinois v. Milwaukee, 406 U.S. 91, 103-04 (1972) (noting judicial power to fashion federal common law remedies for a state's claim against pollution originating in another state, unless preempted by Congress).
restrictions on interstate pollution to challenge another state's program149 or proposed permit.150 The same seems true for citizen suits filed by states151 and their subdivisions.152

Likewise, a tribe's decision to invoke federal citizen suit provisions implicates sovereign concerns at multiple levels. Absent an unusual citizen referendum, the tribe's legislative body undertakes that decision as the people's chosen representative. An immediate sovereignty question arises as to whether the tribe's citizens delegated to that governmental body a general health and welfare power. The scope of any such delegated power, and the principles guiding its valid exercises, are relevant sovereignty issues.

These questions raise the same human health and general welfare considerations inherent in developing and administering environmental regulatory programs: identifying known or anticipated negative impacts from the proposed activity; evaluating the relation of those impacts to legitimate tribal health and welfare interests; comparing the efficacy of alternatives for mitigating or avoiding significant harms; assessing available financial and other resources necessary to take action; and determining the relative priority of these concerns among other important tribal interests.

These governmental deliberations take place in a broader context that reflects their sovereign nature. For some tribes, one alternative to a citizen suit may be to use existing tribal regulatory programs, developed and administered as sovereign control mechanisms. The majority of tribes, however, lack existing regulatory infrastructure. For them, a citizen suit is a rudimentary tribal environmental program of sorts; the tribe steps into a temporary regulatory-like role administered on a site-specific or facility-specific basis. The tribe does not set the initial requirements, but it does influence whether and how they are enforced, and those decisions stem from the tribe's assessment of risks to self-government interests.

Tribal citizen suits can also help build institutional capacity for later program assumptions. Preparing and prosecuting the case will likely expand tribal experience with federal environmental law and policy, and the complex science behind them. Negotiations with defendants, EPA and state agencies open lines of communication important for effective tribal

149. E.g., Air Pollution Control Dist. of Jefferson County, Kentucky v. EPA, 739 F.2d 1071 (6th Cir. 1984) (seeking EPA order for reduction of emissions by Indiana power plant); New York v. EPA, 710 F.2d 1200 (6th Cir. 1983) (challenging EPA's approval of Tennessee's anti-pollution plan); State of Connecticut v. EPA, 696 F.2d 147 (2nd Cir. 1982) (challenging EPA's approval of New York's anti-pollution program).


152. See JACKSON B. BATTLE & MAXINE I. LIPELES, WATER POLLUTION 514 (1998) (discussing 14 citizen suits filed by the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District against facilities making indirect dischargers to the District's treatment works).
programs, and provide venues for increasing respect among the participants and thus perhaps decreasing the chance of challenges to future tribal program implementation.

Supplemental environmental projects may help address tribal resource limitations hindering program development. SEP studies on the impacts of violations on particular ecosystems can provide equipment and training for tribal environmental agencies useful for broader environmental issues. Conducting studies and restoration projects builds tribal administrative experience, and hence capacity, as well as demonstrating the tribe's commitment to environmental management pertinent to later TAS program applications.

These incremental steps toward fuller environmental management, and the direct health and welfare benefits they serve, support characterizing a tribe's prosecution of a citizen suit as an inherent sovereignty exercise. It also can be seen as a strategic means to protect important self-government interests without putting sovereignty at risk. Direct tribal regulation of non-Indian polluters raises several uncertain federal Indian law questions. Tribal officials and advocates are apprehensive over the shrinking scope of inherent tribal sovereignty and the diminishing size of Indian country under the Supreme Court's recent cases. Yet, other tribal interests are still vulnerable and in need of protection.

Tribal citizen suits offer a measure of environmental control without putting sovereignty at stake. The gravamen of a citizen suit is that the defendant violated federal law by failing to comply with applicable standards or requirements. An unsuccessful citizen suit merely means the defendant did not violate federal law, or the tribe did not prove the violation. Whether the tribe possesses inherent regulatory authority over the defendant is immaterial. Also unrelated is whether the defendant's activities occurred in Indian country. Hence, a tribe who initiates a citizen suit against an on-reservation polluter does not put sovereignty at risk as it may in seeking TAS program assumption.

A corollary value of citizen suits is their ability to reach areas outside Indian country. Historical pressures forced tribes to cede huge portions of their aboriginal lands to the United States. Some of those lands contain sites and resources of continuing cultural and religious significance. In many instances, tribes' uses of these sites and resources are protected by treaty, but because they are outside Indian country, tribes may not regulate activities of non-Indians negatively affecting them. But tribal jurisdiction is not a hindrance to a citizen suit. Where compliance with federal requirements helps protect tribal interests outside Indian country, a tribal

citizen suit is an important exercise of sovereign responsibility and authority.

CONCLUSION

The existence of any government's inherent sovereignty is premised on an expectation that the governmental body will take any and all legitimate actions perceived necessary for protecting the citizens' interests. Subject to constitutional or other tribal law constraints, tribal governments presumably assume responsibility for Indian country human health and environmental quality. Failing to consider citizen suits and other related claims as a means serving those ends might be considered an abdication of a tribe's sovereign responsibilities.

The direct compliance control over a particular facility offered by citizen suits can benefit tribal health and welfare substantially. Unpermitted or excessive pollution from operating and abandoned sources could be curbed or mitigated, health and environmental quality data useful for later program actions could be obtained, and ecosystems damaged by pollution could be restored or replaced. Knowledge and experience gained through those ventures could help build tribal infrastructure and tribal management capacity. Institutional competence is the key to creating comprehensive regulatory programs that operate prospectively across a wider range of polluting actions.

Citizen suits are retroactive, violation-specific claims. They are not programmatic approaches to achieving strategic goals. But they can act as a sort of substitute or interim program for particular violators where a regulatory gap otherwise exists. They are not hindered or threatened by judicial limitations on the extent of tribal sovereignty or Indian country. The initial investment of time and money is likely more favorable, and the suit can contribute directly to later program development. And significantly, tribal citizen suits may serve continuing tribal uses of ceded territories outside Indian country.